* Match the descriptions with the characters in the pictures!

B’s wearing a pair of sneakers,
A’s wearing a skirt,
a jacket, a sweater,
boots, socks, mittens
and earrings.

a pair of pants, a sweater, a
scarf and a nice jacket.

C’s wearing
dark pants and dark
boots, glasses, a belt,
a T-shirt and an
overcoat.

D’s wearing a
pair of jeans, shoes,
a jacket, a scarf
and glasses.

E’s wearing a pair of pants,
a pair of sneakers, a scarf,
a sweatshirt, a T-shirt and
a fashionable cap.

F’s wearing a pair of lovely

G’s wearing a shirt,

sandals, a pretty nice top,
a belt and shorts. She is
also carrying a handbag.

a tie, a suit jacket,
a pair of pants and
dark shoes.

H’s wearing a fashionable H

I’s wearing winter clothes:
wool pants, a wool scarf, a
ski hat, a sweater and a
jacket with sneakers.

belt, a pair of lovely jeans,
a sweet blouse, a beautiful
hat, a pair of lovely jeans,
with a pair of shoes.

J’s wearing a T-shirt, a
beautiful vest, a skirt,
socks, boots and
nice earrings.

1 - Mark is wearing a
blue sweatshirt, baggy
blue jeans and a beige
belt. He is also wearing a
blue bonnet. He wears
glasses. He never forgets
his black shoulder bag.
His shoes are beige.
4 – Jackson is very
fashionable. He loves hats,
that’s why he is wearing
one with a scarf round his
head. It always matches his
clothes. He is also wearing
white trousers, an orange
tracksuit coat and white
trainers with orange
stripes.

7 – Sam is very cold
today. He is wearing blue
jeans, a white long
sleeved polo shirt and a
blue t-shirt on top of it.
He is wearing a scarf
round his neck but he is
still cold. He forgot his
coat. He is a bit sad. 
10 – Simon is a very
simple boy. He is wearing
denim shorts, a white tshirt and a tartan shirt in
yellow and red. He loves
wearing flip-flops, which
he wears most of the
times. He is a gorgeous
boy.

2 - Tom is so cute today,
isn’t he? He is wearing
beige trousers, a white
shirt, a glamorous red tshirt and an amazing
black coat. He is wearing
black and beige shoes.
He is handsome!
5 – Timothy is always
wearing new clothes.
Today he is wearing dark
beige trousers, a brown
coat and shoes. His shirt
is beige, lighter than his
trousers. He is wearing
sunglasses.
8 – Gregory is very easygoing and loves being
comfortable. He is
wearing denim shorts, a
striped pullover in black
and white and a black
vest. He is also wearing
black sandals.

3 - Paul is kind of sporty.
He is wearing red
tracksuit pants with
white stripes. He is
wearing a white t-shirt, a
blue polo shirt, and a
blue shirt. A cap is
essential. He is wearing
red and white trainers.
6 – Frank is very
comfortable today. He is
wearing a tracksuit in two
colours and a very cute
white t-shirt. He is also
wearing white trainers.

9 – Dennis loves acting
and his acting clothes. He
is wearing a light blue
shirt, a brown vest, dark
trousers and a very nice
pair of boots. He loves
boots; he wears them all
the time.

